HUNTER MODEL AUTO CLUB INC.
CONTACT: Bill Kenchington Ph (02) 4945 4830 OR Andrew Vile on (02) 49335607 in business
hours only.

SPOTTED IN MELBOURNE - A CLASSIC EK HOLDEN STATION WAGON.

GEARBOX
APRIL 2022

Who remembers? Another `Lost in the 50’s’ pic of our visit. Great memories.

NEXT MODEL COMPS - PLEASE TAKE NOTE
Next “Actual” Model Category - April: “4WD Vehicle” – Any scale up to three (3) models.
Next “Virtual” Model Category - April: “Military Vehicle” – Any scale up to three (3) models and ONE
PHOTO ONLY.

HUNTER MODEL AUTO CLUB INCORPORATED
Minutes of Club Meeting Held at Edgeworth Sport and Rec Club on 8 March 2022
Meeting Opened: 7.35 pm
Members Present: 14

Apologies: 6

Previous Minutes: Moved: Trevor Palmer
Minutes be accepted”. Carried.

Visitors: 2
Seconded: Ernie Williams “That the March 2022 Club

Treasurer’s Report: The Treasurer reported that the Club funds stand at $1,282.44 and the Club’s 2022
Subs are now due.
Moved: Matt Vile Seconded: Peter Ralston “That the Treasurer’s Report be accepted”
Carried.
Correspondence:
Inwards:
i) Australian Red Cross – Request for donation $5,000 / year for 3 years.
ii) Edgeworth Sport and Rec Club – Agreement for HMAC to hold Hunter Toy and Hobby Fair on 7 August
2022.
Outwards:
i) Frontline Hobbies – Thank you for holding the private opening at Broadmeadow Store.
ii) Edgeworth Sport and Rec Club – Request to hold Hunter Toy and Hobby Fair in August 2022.
Moved: Matt Vile

Seconded: Paul Campbell “That the Correspondence be accepted”.

Carried.

Matters Arising:
i) Maitland Steam Fest – To be held on 8-9-10 April 2022.
ii) Hunter Toy and Hobby Fair – To be held on Sunday 7 August 2022 at Edgeworth Sport and Rec Club. Paul
and Bill to determine table numbers and layout.
Nominations are called for Sub Committee to determine table, raffle and entry cost and undertake general
organising.
The following members have indicated they wish to sell with table numbers in brackets:- Shane (1), David
S./Peter (1), Trevor (2), Andrew V. (3), Bill (1), David R. (3) and Ken (2) - Totalling 13.
Any other members wishing to sell should contact Paul.
General Business:
i) Kurri Kurri Public School Vintage Family Day – To be held on Sunday 27 March 2022. Our Club is providing
a display. Set up on Saturday pm or before 9am on Sunday.
Raffle tickets $2 ea. or 3 for $5 with proceeds to the School.
ii) “Show Us Ya Slotz” Slot Cars, Lemon Tree Passage – Visit planned for July 2022.
iii) Proposed Visit to Singleton Army Museum – Date has been set down for Sunday 15 May 2022.
iv) Hunter Scale Modellers Swap and Sell – To be held at Hexham Bowling Club on Saturday 26 March from
11.30am – 3.30pm
Model Competitions:
“Actual” Model Competition: “Race Car” – Any scale up to three (3) models.
1st …………………Bill Kenchington…………………….Ford Race Cars of the 60’s……………..………………………….22 Points
2nd.…………………Ken McGregor………………………Mercedes and Anglia Cars……………..………………………….20 Points
3rd..…………………Allan Evans..………………………..1940’s Race Cars……………………………………………………….19 Points
Pics of the placegetters are set out below.

Model Competitions:
Results of the “Virtual” Model Competition: “Vehicle Running on Rails” – Any scale one (1) model only and
ONE PHOTO ONLY. [Pics of the placegetters will be in a future `Special Edition’ Gearbox.]

1st……………….Paul Campbell…………………CP Rail 9044 Trackmobile…………………………………………………22 Points
2nd……………...Beth Campbell…………..……British Rail Multi-Purpose Vehicle…………………………………….14 Points
3rd……….……..Matt Campbell…………….….Bachmann Spectrum Ballast Regulator………….…………………13 Points

Next Meeting: Tuesday 12 April 2022 at 7.00pm for 7.30pm at Edgeworth Sport and Rec
Club.
Meeting Closed:

8.17pm

1960’s MG 1100 Two-door Sports Sedan.

To start with, BMC’s 1100 series of sedans was designed to be a `family’ car arriving with a bigger body than the
iconic, but austere Mini. In fact, before the Mini had arrived in Australia, BMC was already working on the concept of
a larger family style sedan. So, this transversely mounted front-engined and front-wheel driven family sized sedan
was released in late 1962 in Britain as the Morris 1100 and in August 1963, as the Austin 1100. It was outfitted with a
bigger four cylinder engine than the Mini, being of 1098 ccs capacity and hence the 1100 name, together with higher
quality interior trimmings, disc brakes up front and their remarkable Hydrolastic suspension.
Upon release, reviews of BMC’s 1100 series sedan indicated that it wasn’t the quickest family car on British roads,
but had a spacious interior and an engine that had excellent low down torque, light steering with excellent roadholding which was their way of describing handling. As well, road tests indicated it displayed a comfortable ride
through their Hydrolastic suspension with one journalist saying that, despite its compact size, motoring along in the
driver’s seat gave him the impression that he was actually driving a much larger car.
We all know about the Australian Morris 1100 that appeared here in February 1964 with modifications to suit our
conditions, especially its upgraded dust sealing. It was named as Wheels magazine’s 1964 Car of the Year and within
18 months, around 50,000 of these versions had been sold here. Though BMC added versions badged as Riley,
Wolseley and the lesser known Vanden Plas, this is about the version of the 1100 series from the MG stable.
The MG division of BMC was the sporty marque of what was then a thriving Auto maker and they aimed at
producing their own 1100 series model which would become the MG 1100 Sports Sedan. MG also believed that the
American market was suitable for a `compact’ sedan and this helped their decision to go ahead with their version of
the 1100 as well. The MG 1100 came onto the market in September 1962. See lead-in pic of the LHD export model.

Ads for the MG 1100. At left in Right Hand Drive and at right the export 2-door model in Left hand Drive
The MG version, compared to the Morris/Austin 1100s, was far better appointed throughout with, as an example,
full-length floor carpeting and rubber matting for the driver. Externally, it had the distinctive split panel MG grille
with the octagonal red in-filled `MG’ badge. The MG 1100 had the same 1098 cc engine but with twin S.U.
carburettors that gave a top speed of 88 mph or 142 kph and produced 55 hp or 41 kw compared to the Morris 1100
single carbie engine that produced 48 hp or 35 kw.

It was fitted with a 4-speed gearbox with synchromesh on 2nd, 3rd & 4th as well as an automatic. Its overall length
was only 12 foot or 3.7 metres, and weighed in at 1800lbs or 816 kgs, so it was quite a light vehicle.
The MG 1100 was released initially in two door form followed later by the four door model. For America, the two
door version, and advertised as an MG `sports sedan,’ led their charge into a market that was dominated by the VW.
World-wide, the advertising targeted a market that included both everyday family use as well as being suitable for
club racing. Motorsport Magazine at the time wrote, `The fact remains that the M.G. 1100 can be cornered
extremely fast, as on a race circuit, with no vices and complete safety …… The Lockheed brakes, disc at the front, are
adequate without being outstandingly powerful. They are light to apply and progressive …. the MG 1100 is
outstanding value-for-money.’
For 1968, the interior was upgraded and a 1275 cc engine was available, but in two door models only and became
known as the MG 1300. The larger engine produced 75 hp or 56 Kw. The Austin and Morris models were also
upgraded with 1275 cc engines. The MG 1100 remained in production alongside the MG 1300, but only for a short
time. The MG 1300 models were discontinued in 1971 in favour of the Austin 1300 GT. Around 2.5 million versions of
the 1100 models were built with 1.2 million being exported. All up, around 3 million 1100 and 1300 versions of the
vehicle combined were produced with the MG 1100 and 1300 models accounting for about 140,000.
For the collectors, I have posted pics below of a few of the models I have come across on eBay recently. Terry.

Above – old French made Norev `Les Miniatures’ series plastic model with no windows & around A$200 landed.

Two versions of the MG 1100 by Lesney. Left - Matchbox `Superfast’ series. Right - the standard version.

Spot-On 1:42 scale model of the MG 1100 – seen recently at over A$500 on British eBay.

- FROM THE EDITOR - MY THOUGHTS ON MUSIC AND AUTOMOBILESSometimes you read an article in on-line motoring magazines that resonates with you personally. A recent story by
one writer in the U.S., concerned his viewing a documentary on the popular British band, the Beatles. He said he
would have been too young to listen to their music, but in the U.S., the Beatles were topping the popular music
charts around the time of the release of the new Ford Mustang. He made the point that the music of the Beatles
inspired others to develop similar pop music bands that went onto fame in the same way that the Ford Mustang
would inspire other automakers to produce similar products. He wrote that if there was no Ford Mustang, there
would have been no Chevrolet Camaro. If you think about it, that was quite a significant statement.

At left is a 1966 Ford Mustang [RHD] and at right the 1967 Chev Camaro, both in 1:18 scale diecast.
I believe we could also tell the same story about the music we listened to in Australia in our youth and the cars we
loved back then. Notwithstanding that the Beatles inspired a new era in Aussie bands in the mid-60’s, my memories
of `music and automobiles’ goes back to the `Rock `n Roll’ era and that great Aussie motor car, the FJ Holden
followed by the pre-Beatles era of Holdens like the FE, FC and FB. The King of Rock `n Roll in Australia back then was
Johnny O’Keefe and he certainly inspired many fellow Aussie singers to go down that same music path. Some of us
will remember the great television programmes such as `6 O’clock Rock’ and `Bandstand’ that showcased our own
singers and bands. At the time Rock `n Roll was being belted out of our radios, most families were being driven
around in Holdens till the Ford Falcon hit our salesrooms followed later by the Chrysler Valiant.
For a number of years my mother was driving a second hand black `FX’ Holden sedan and my father, an `FC’ Holden
station wagon. Pre-Beatles, rock ‘n roll music was all we seemed to be listening to in our home. Thinking about what
the U.S. journalist was saying made me realise that our old cars and music never died as we still listen to nostalgic
songs and reminisce about both the music and the cars from our teens & early adulthood. We love to see old cars at
museums, `show and shines’ or just being driven around the streets and we also collect their models.

A nice group of old Holdens at the Mildura Holden Motor Museum. It is actually on the NSW side at Buronga.

On a recent trip to visit my brother, we spent hours talking about our favourite singers from the late 50’s and early
60’s though we were too young to actually see them perform. We also recalled that when we were old enough to
get a drivers licence, our cars, as well as most of our mates cars, were all `rock ‘n roll’ era Holdens. After starting with
a 1957 Zephyr, I soon bought Dad’s black and white FC station wagon. Years later, my youngest brother bought
Dad’s post Beatles HK Holden station wagon, though he rolled it not long after. Dad was not impressed.
Sometimes I think that one of the more enjoyable things about getting old is that we can still hear the golden oldies
of music from our `younger’ years on the radio whilst those old pre-Beatles era cars haven’t died either.

Previous pics - Above left Biante 48/215 Holden like my Moms in 1:18 scale diecast and at right a Trax FC Holden
station wagon in 1:43 scale diecast. I photoshopped this pic to black and white to look like my old Holden wagon.
The odd thing is that in Australia, it was not a Holden that would inspire a new motoring era in Australia, it was the
XR Ford Falcon GT sedan that went on to win the Bathurst 500 mile race in 1967. The XR GT was developed by Harry
Firth for Ford Australia and, as the Mustang in North America inspired the release of the Camaro, the XR Falcon GT
inspired Holden to change their philosophy and become involved in motor sport in a substantial way. Enter the
Holden Monaro 327 GTS 2-door coupe to compete against, and beat Ford Falcon GTs at Bathurst in 1968 and again
in 1969 with the Monaro 350 GTS.

Ford Falcon XR GT sedan in 1:18 scale by Classic Carlectables.
The Aussie made Ford and Holden rivalry carried on till they ceased production in Australia. So taking an analogy
from the American auto journalist, if it wasn’t for the XR Ford Falcon GT, there would not have been the Holden
Monaro. To me, best of all, rock `n roll music and classic cars are still alive and well in Australia. Terry.

That famous HK Monaro badge – 327 cubic inches of V8 power and a Bathurst winner.

. 1960 PEUGEOT 404 – Another 1960’s car – A quality workhorse and very tough.

The Peugeot 404 was another car `we loved in the 60’s’ according to Giles Chapman’s book mentioned in previous
Gearbox articles on vehicles such as the Ford Consul Classic, Capri and Corsair. He said that the British automakers
back then seemed to possess a view that their vehicles, as far as world markets were concerned, were `tough
customers’ as he put it. However, Chapman believed that it was the French auto maker, Peugeot, as well as
Mercedes-Benz, that built the really tough cars of the 1950’s and 1960’s. Peugeot proved their cars almost
unbreakable transport in the French colonies of Africa where they were used on generally unmade roads with very
few repair centres outside of major towns.
Initially, their reputation for turning out a quality and tough workhorse started with the Peugeot 203 models of
1948. The early Peugeot 203 models commenced importation into Australia in 1950 partly completed and without
duco. Painting was completed locally and some parts such as the wheels were attached, thus giving them a small
percentage of local content. To show how tough the 203 models were, we saw how their reputation for durability
was proven in Australia when Ken Tubman won the first Redex Trial in 1953 driving a Peugeot 203 with the other ten
that took part all finishing. Many local motoring journalists thought the 203, and the following larger 403 models
introduced seven years later, were slightly superior to Holden’s products of that era. Next pics - 1955 Peugeot 403
taxi by Eligor & 403 sedan by Vitesse. Both are in diecast 1:43 scale. Thanks to HMAC member Bill K.

Released in 1960, Unique Cars said the Peugeot 404, `became one of the finest cars of the 60’s.’ The 404 models
were not seen in Australia’s car sales rooms till late 1962 after assembly at Continental and General’s factory in
Melbourne alongside the lower priced 403 models still in production.
The 403 was styled by Pininfarina of Italy and the 404 was of a similar structure under the body and also designed by
Pininfarina. And here lies an interesting fact. The Peugeot 404 bears a strong resemblance to the BMC so-called
`Farina’ models such as the Austin A60 Cambridge as well as the Fiat 1800 and 2300 sedans and that is because they
too were designed by Pininfarina, though they were on the market over a year before the Peugeot 404.
In fact, as Honest Johns Classics wrote, `The Peugeot 404 was styled by a Pininfarina that was learning the art of
recycling its designs across more than one car company…. It was a policy that the Italian design company would go
on to follow for decades to come.’ Interestingly, the Peugeot 404 would outsell the BMC and Fiat models by millions
and last many years longer in production before that ceased in 1978. Next pics – Bill’s nice maroon Peugeot 404 in
1:43 scale diecast by Vitesse.

The Peugeot 404 was powered initially by a 44kw 1468 cc engine but soon had the more popular 1618cc four
cylinder overhead valve engine with an alloy head and a single Solex carburettor. It developed 60kw with a top
speed of 140kph. The column shift gearbox was a four speed all synchromesh type and when driven under normal
conditions, achieved around 28mpg or around 10 litres per 100kms. It was said to have luxurious seating and with
excellent handling, gave a very comfortable ride. A diesel powered model became available but was mainly in the
very high numbers of the Peugeot 404 Taxi versions used throughout Europe.
Styling wise, the cabin was said to have a large glass area with a one piece front windscreen that ensued excellent all
round vision. Again with the Pininfarina styled body, it was slightly boxy but contemporary for that period and had
an attractive front end with high mounted headlights over a large grille and a hip-line that ran straight through to
petite tail fins. A couple of years after the release of the sedan, Peugeot commenced production of a station wagon
and utility model followed by a Pininfarina designed two-door convertible and hard top coupe model, but with
different body panels. The Station wagon was considered quite large at the time and had an enormous luggage
capacity and an option of three rows of seats making it an eight seater and suitable for a large family. Next pics are
Bill’s interesting Eligor brand 1:43 scale Peugeot 404 utility or pickup.

In Australia, Peugeot advertised their 404 sedans in a way that they could be considered an alternative to both the
Holden Premier and Ford Falcon Futura and being priced only slightly above these models. Upon the release of the
AP5 Valiant Regal, the Peugeot 404 would sit a fraction cheaper, but the Australian competition was available with
an automatic gearbox and that was not an option on the 404.
It seems that in the opinion of Aussie motoring writers, the Peugeot 404 was indeed an excellent alternative to
similar sedans from our own big three, and though not as fast as the big six cylinder Valiant, it had acceptable get up
and go, power wise. With the four speed gearbox, it could easily cruise at 130kph with good fuel economy, had a
comfortable ride with low wind noise and had proved itself to be a quality long distance cruiser as well as an
excellent town car.
The Peugeot 404 had proved it’s toughness overseas by winning the East African Safari Rally in 1963 and then again
three years in a row, 1966, 1967 and 1968 with an amazing statistic showing that for 1968, only six entrants finished
from ninety one starters. Even our worst roads were nowhere as harsh as those in the French Colonies of Africa, so
the Peugeot 404 had a run-up start for being an automobile well suited for Aussie conditions. In 1972, the Australian
Wheels magazine said, `if we had to choose one car in which to drive around Australia on one minute’s notice, that
car would be the Peugeot 404.’ Unique Cars said, `Over the years the engineers continued to improve what many
(quite rightly) thought to be perfection on wheels.’
The numbers finish the story. 1,847,568 Peugeot 404 models were turned out in France from a total of over 2.8
million 404 models produced worldwide with 8,600 being assembled in Australia. Terry.

Looking back at the Series 2 Corvette Sting Ray – Just a few small changes each year.
Some members have a model of the Corvette Sting Ray in their collection that may be considered a `favourite.’
Though they were produced in many series runs, I think the most popular range of Corvettes would be the C2 [series
two] models that ran from 1963 to 1967, They commenced with the `split-window’ model with some saying that this
particular model is probably the most iconic Corvette ever. We saw one in pristine condition on our visits to `Lost
in the 50’s’ and over the years I have collected the 1963 coupe model in both 1:18 and 1:24 scale.
For the 1963 model year, 21,500 models were produced with roughly half as the split-window coupe and the other
half being convertibles. 1963 was the only year the Corvette had a split-window, but that is a long and complicated
story. Suffice it say that rear visibility was an issue with many owners, but also production costings in using two
windows led to the bean counters having the final say, so a single piece rear window was introduced in 1964.

An original 1963 `Split-window’ Corvette Sting Ray on display at our club visit to `Lost in the 50’s’ back in 2013.
Though the two piece rear window disappeared, very little changed for the 1964 model. A few minor cosmetic
modifications were made, including the removal of the twin faux air intakes on the bonnet, even though an
indentation remained there. Minor changes were also made to the suspension and the amount of sound deadening
materials was increased. Total sales were around 22,000, however, with almost 14,000 being the convertible
models, coupe sales had dropped off for some reason.
Upon release, many motoring journalists said that the 1965 model was probably the best of the C2 series to that
point in time, and primarily for the introduction of four-wheel disc brakes on all models. This fact was applauded far
and wide by the motoring magazine road test experts. To start with though, there were the usual small cosmetic
changes expected with each new model year’s release such as minor interior trim changes. Externally, those
indentations were removed from the bonnet leaving it neater and the twin faux vents on the front mudguards were
replaced with triple exhaust vents that were actually fully functional. Those iconic chromed side exhaust pipes were
also introduced as an option and the wheel covers were redesigned. Nearly every 1:18 scale model of the later 1967
Corvette I have seen has the side exhausts fitted, but not on the 1965 scale models for some reason. Other than
Exoto’s Grand Sport racing models, a standard 1966 Corvette model in 1:18 scale is rare.
In relation to the four-wheel disc brakes, they were considered the most important change to the Corvette by the
motoring journalists and were written up as being `super- effective.’ Many road tests were performed and
continuous stops from around 100mph [160kph] never showed up any reduction in braking efficiency. Interestingly,
the old drum brake setup was still available as an option with a reduction in the sale price of US $64. Statistics show
that only 300 odd Corvettes were ordered with drum brakes. Enough said!
Then, later in the model run, Chevrolet dropped the absolutely brutal 396 cubic inch `turbo jet’ [6.5 litre] big block
V8 engine into the Sting Ray and this engine developed 425 bhp or 317kw in power. The 396 was developed to
replace the legendary 409 cu ins V8 in the mid-size Chevrolet models after GM initially ordered that no models
smaller than the full-size range could have an engine larger than 400 cubic inches. The 396 came in two versions
producing either 325bhp or 360 bhp. However, to achieve 425 bhp for the Corvette, it was modified with higher
compression ratio heads, impact extruded alloy pistons with chrome rings, solid lifters and a bigger carbie.

The 396 V8 engine also had a twin snorkel air cleaner, and a redesigned and larger oil sump. It also meant it had to
have a larger radiator for the package. Suspension wise, it had stiffer front springs and sway bar, a competition style
rear sway bar and a competition type heavy-duty clutch. With a sudden demand for the new 396 V8 Corvettes, they
were soon in short supply. This was a vehicle that had a top speed of between 140 and 160 mph [225 and 257 kph]
depending on the rear axle ratio and, though the big block V8 was larger, it made no difference to the almost
50/50% weight distribution balance due to the excellent chassis design of the Corvette. One by-product of having the
new big block V8 available is that 1965 would be the last year that Fuel Injection was available till 1982. 15,378
convertibles were produced in 1965 plus 8186 coupes, so sales of the Corvette were continuing to rise.

Factory pics for the 1965 Corvette advertisements.
It should have become a problem for GM’s new edict on engine size when Ford had Shelby drop their 427 cu inch [7
litres] V8 into the two seater Cobra, however, GM soon had their own 427 V8 available as an option in the 1966
Corvette and this also went on to become a real winner for the marque with a total of 27,720 Corvettes sold. Of note
was the general knowledge in the motoring world that GM should be releasing the C3 [series 3] Corvette in 1967 and
this may have led to an increase in 1966 model year sales. However, as it turned out, a C3 model did not eventuate
till the 1968 model year and total sales for 1967 dropped back to 23,000. Terry.

1967 Sting Ray models in 1:18 scale diecast by Exoto. [Motorbox series] The coupe above represents a version with
the 427 cubic inch V8 requiring the large bonnet scoop. The convertible version represents a Sting Ray fitted with a
327 Cubic inch V8. Note the chrome side exhausts fitted to both models.

.A LITTLE SNIPPET ON A NICE DAIMLER – THE 2.5 V8.

Daimler 2.5 V8 in 1:43 scale diecast by Dinky.
The Daimler Motor Company actually had its roots in Germany just like the Triumph Motor Company, and like
Triumph, ended up being absorbed into the Leyland Motors Organisation. Daimler, through being acquired by Jaguar
in 1960 and morphing into a division of the British Motor Corporation in 1966 and British Leyland in 1968 and
Triumph, through the purchase of Standard-Triumph by Leyland, also in 1960.
Triumph’s German ancestry was through its original founder, Siegfried Bettmann from Nuremburg in Germany who,
in 1885, started his company as a maker of bicycles which he also sold in Britain. The company name later changed
to Triumph Cycle Company, and they started to produce bicycles in Coventry, England. Subsequently, they started to
produce motorcycles and automobiles becoming the Triumph Motor Company.
Daimler as an automotive name, came from the German Gottlieb Daimler who was associated with the invention of
the motor vehicle engine. In 1885 Daimler joined Wilhelm Maybach and developed the first engines made
specifically for automobiles. An Englishman, Frederick Simms was also a friend of Daimler and seeing potential in the
engine, especially for a project he was working on, took up the patent for the engine and formed the Daimler Motor
Syndicate Limited in 1893. He commenced building boats with the Daimler engine. In 1896, another Englishman and
bicycle designer, H.J.Lawson, seeing the opportunity to build motorcars, became involved with Simms and they
formed the Daimler Motor Company of Coventry. However, due to financial issues and numerous managerial
conflicts, the company was sold to the Birmingham Small Arms Company (BSA) who also made cars and, as we know
today, the famous BSA range of motorcycles.
As mentioned, Jaguar acquired Daimler from BSA in 1960 and continued to produce the Daimler as a more
prestigious trim level of the Mark II Jaguar. The first Daimler based on the Mark II Jaguar was the 1962 Daimler 2.5
V8 as shown in the pic above. Minus the Jaguar leaping cat bonnet emblem, the Daimler grille is distinguished by the
flutes along the top of the grille. Although almost identical in appearance, it also had different wheel trims and
number plate surrounds. The engine was a 140bhp (104kw) 2548cc V8 and much lighter than the standard Jaguar
unit which meant a modified suspension was used and this gave the Daimler a different visual stance to the Jaguar.
As was appropriate for a prestigious trim level vehicle, the interior was fitted with more luxury items compared to
the Jaguar and had better woodgrain panels, higher quality carpets and a lounge style full width front seat based on
that of the Jaguar Mark X. An automatic gearbox was standard on the Daimler though power steering was an option
and apparently most Daimlers were ordered with it. There were upgrades made to subsequent Mark II Jaguar based
Daimlers including a more powerful model being introduced in late 1967 and rebadged as a Daimler 250 V8. The last
of this series of Daimlers were produced in 1969 just after the release of the Jaguar XJ6. Ford bought out Jaguar in
1989 and that deal included the Daimler name though never used by Ford. In 2008, Ford sold Jaguar and Landrover
to Tata, the Indian Multinational group. Daimler is another great British marque lost to history. Terry.

